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SOME IMPROVEMENTS TO TURNER'S ALGORITHM 
FOR BRACKET ABSTRACTION 
M. W. BUNDER 
Introduction. A computer handles A-terms more easily if these are translated into 
combinatory terms. This translation process is called bracket abstraction. The 
simplest abstraction algorithm-the (fab) algorithm of Curry (see Curry and Feys 
[6])-is lengthy to implement and produces combinatory terms that increase 
rapidly in length as the number of variables to be abstracted increases. 
There are several ways in which these problems can be alleviated: 
(1) A change in order of the clauses in the algorithm so that (f) is performed as a 
last resort. 
(2) The use of an extra clause (c), appropriate to fBi, reduction. 
(3) The introduction of a finite number of extra combinators. 
The original 1924 form of bracket abstraction of Schbnfinkel [17], which in fact 
predates A-calculus, uses all three of these techniques; all are also mentioned in 
Curry and Feys [6]. 
A technique employed by many computing scientists (Turner [20], Peyton Jones 
[16], Oberhauser [15]) is to use the (fab) algorithm followed by certain "optimiza- 
tions" or simplifications involving extra combinators and sometimes special cases 
of (c). 
Another is either to allow a fixed infinite set of (super-) combinators (Abdali [1], 
Kennaway and Sleep [10], Krishnamurthy [12], Tonino [19]) or to allow new 
combinators to be defined one by one during the abstraction process (Hughes [7] 
and [8]). 
A final method encodes the variables to be abstracted as an n-tuple-this requires 
only a finite number of combinators (Curien [5], Statman [18]).' 
A measure of the efficiency of an abstraction algorithm was first introduced by 
Kennaway in [9] as an upper bound of the length of the obtained combinatory 
term, as a function of the length of the original term and the number of variables to 
be abstracted. Mulder in [14] used these methods and experiments with many 
special cases, to compare the efficiency of the main algorithms listed above. The 
Received December 19, 1988; revised May 8, 1989. 
1Curien's algorithm can be made more efficient if it is generalised to allow an infinite set of 
combinators (see Lins [13]). 
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BRACKET ABSTRACTION 657 
algorithm of Statman [18] came out as the most efficient in the limiting case, but 
showed up as almost the worst in a number of reasonably simple special cases. 
Turner's algorithm [20] was generally the best in these cases and was in fact 
Mulder's choice overall. 
Hughes in [8] used a program to generate terms to be abstracted, and found that 
for relatively short terms Turner's algorithm was far superior to his. 
Burton in [4] also mentions advantages of Turner's algorithm over the 
supercombinators of Abdali [1]. 
It is therefore clear that Turner's algorithm remains of substantial interest. 
In this paper, firstly we note that what Turner describes as "the improved 
algorithm of Curry", on which his own is based, is in fact not equivalent to any of 
Curry's algorithms. Turner's abstracts lack a basic property possessed by all of 
Curry's as well as many others. 
Secondly we give methods whereby Turner's algorithm (as well as others) can be 
more efficiently implemented, while providing simpler abstracts. 
Some definitions. The variables x1, x2, ... and x, y, z,... are primitive A-terms. 
If X and Y are ,-terms and x is a variable, then (XY) and (1.xX) are A-terms. 
(XY) is formed by application, XxX by abstraction. 
The essential postulate of the X-calculus is: 
(fl (;,x.X)Y = [Y/x]X 
(for details see Curry and Feys [6]). 
The above variables are also combinatory terms, as are certain constants among 
them ("combinators"). 
If X and Y are combinatory terms, so is (XY). 
Terms constructed as the ,-terms but with constants including combinators as 
primitive A-terms we will refer to as X-combinatory terms. 
In both A-calculus and combinatory logic we abbreviate terms, formed by 
application, by associating to the left. Xx.XY abbreviates ;,x(XY), and ,x1 ... Y 
abbreviates ;-x1(Ix2(.. (XY) ) 
The Curry and Schonfinkel algorithms. Given that we have among the com- 
binatory constants combinators S, K and I with the properties:2 
(S) SXYZ = XZ(YZ), 
(K) KXY = X, 
(I) IX = X. 
[x]X, the combinatory term corresponding to ,xX, can be defined recursively, by 
Curry's (fab) algorithm, as follows: 
(f) [x].XY-S([x] X)([x] Y); 
(a) [x]Z KZ, 
2S and K are normally primitive constants. I may be taken as primitive constant or can be defined as 
SKK. All other combinators can be formed by application from S and K. 
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658 M. W. BUNDER 
where x is not in Z; and 
(b) [x]x I. 
Note that when one of several A-abstracts in a A-term has been replaced by its 
bracket form, we obtain a X-combinatory term. Further translations therefore have 
to be made to such terms. 
As we will be dealing with various algorithms, we will write )*x for [x], where the 
* will denote the algorithm being used. We will use conventions abbreviating terms 
involving [ ] or A* similar to those for A. 
Note that in the algorithm above (and any algorithm) the clauses must be used in 
the order given. 
The (fab) algorithm is not efficient and produces extremely long abstracts, for 
example: 
Xfabx x2.Kx -S[S(KS)(S(KK)(KK))][S(KK)I]. 
If the order of the clauses is changed to (abf), we have 
abfxx.Kx S(KK)(S(KK)I). 
The equality generated by (S), (K), (1), further axioms for other primitive 
combinators (if any) (such as (B) and (C) below), and the usual equivalence and 
substitution properties of equality, is called weak equality and is denoted by =W. 
If equality satisfies the additional rule3 
(G) If Xx = Yx and x 0 FV(XY), then X = Y. 
it is called strong or fk' equality. The two abstracts of Kx, derived above are clearly 
equal in this sense. 
Curry produced more efficient algorithms still, by including (some of) the clauses 
(c) [x].XxX, if x 0 FV(X), 
(d) [x].XY BX([x] Y), if x 0 FV(X), 
(e) [x].XY C([x]X)Y, if x 0 FV(Y), 
where4 
(B) BUVW= U(VW), 
(C) CUVW= UWV. 




3FV(X) is the set of variables in the combinatory term X. 
4B and C can be extra primitives constants or can be defined as S(KS)K and S(BBS)(KK) 
respectively. 
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If B and C are defined in terms of K and S, these algorithms are equivalent and 
the abstraction is usually written as )ij. The algorithm (abcdef) is effectively that 
of Schonfinkel [17]. 
Turner's "improved algorithm of Curry". Turner represents his algorithm as an 
extension of what he calls "the improved algorithm of Curry", by which he clearly 
means (abcdef). These are in fact not equivalent. 
Turner achieves the improvement by adding to the (fab) algorithm the following 
"optimizations" to be used, if possible, after any abstraction: 
(1) S(KX)(KY) - K(XY), 
(2) S(KX)I >X, 
(3) S(KX)Y >BXY, 
(4) SX(KY) CXY. 
(If more than one optimization is applicable, the earlier one takes precedence.) 
Using only (1), we can prove: 
(5) if x 0 FV(X) then [x]X _ KX, 
so the addition of (1) strengthens Xfab to Xabf. 
The addition of (1) and (2) allows the proof of ' 
(6) if x 0 FV(X) then [x].Xx _ X, 
so it may seem that this gives X abcf (or X") and the addition of (3) and (4) gives Xabcdef. 
However, Turner's version of Xabcf (and Xabcdef) fails to satisfy a property satisfied by 
all Curry algorithms, namely6 
(7) ([x]X)x > X. 
Here is an example: 
(Xabcfx.KSx(KSx))x _ S(KS)(KS)x > KSx(KSx), 
while, naming Turner's version of Xabcf, Xabcf(T), we have using (1): 
(Xabcf(I)x.KSx(KSx))x= K(SS)x $ KSx(KSx). 
Of course, the two abstracts are what Turner calls "extensionally equal", in that 
S(KS)(KS)x =w K(SS)x. 
However, 
XabcdefX, X,(S(KX2)(KX3)) -CI(S(KX2)(KX3)) 
5An equality relation that satisfies (5) and or (6) is of course a stronger relation than the weak equality 
(=w) that satisfies only (1), (S), (K), and the usual substitution properties. 
6The postulates of > are (1), (K) and (S) (and, if needed, (B) and (C)) with > for =, transitivity, and "if 
U > V then ZU > ZV and UZ > VZ". 
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is not equal to 
iabcdef(T)XS(KX2)(KX3)) -CI(K(X2X3)) 
(which is in fact the Turner abstract) even in this sense. (They are of course fB-equal.) 
Turner's algorithm. This uses "new combinators" S', B' and C', which are such 
that7 
S'XYZT = X(YT)(ZT), 
B'XYZT = XY(ZT), 
C'XYZT = X(YT)Z. 
The Turner algorithm is then his "improved algorithm of Curry" with the 
following additional optimizations: 
(8) S(BXY)Z S'XYZ, 
(9) B(XY)Z B'XYZ, 
(10) C(BXY)Z C'XYZ. 
We will write the Turner abstraction operator as Tx. 
Note that a counterpart to this algorithm that satisfies (7) has Curry's clauses 
(abcdef) with between (c) and (d): 
(d') [x].XYZ B'XY([x]Z), if x 0 FV(XY), 
(e') [x].XYZ C'X([x]Y)Z, if x 0 FV(XZ), 
(f') [x].XYZ S'X([x] Y)([x] Z), if x 0 FV(X). 
This (abcd'e'f'def) algorithm is rather more efficient than Turner's. Turner's 
algorithm gives 
[X4].XI(X2(X3X4))= Bxl(Bx2(Bx3 )) 
after 7 abstraction operations and 3 optimizations. The extended Curry algorithm 
gives 
[X4].X1(X2(X3X4))= Bxl(BX2X3) 
after only 3 abstraction operations. This is one of the two simplest possible forms of 
this abstract. 
Our new algorithm, introduced below, is based on (abcd'e'f'def) and some 
optimizations. 
An extension of XT. Turner's algorithm, rather than finding as [x]X a term Y 
such that Yx > X, simply finds a term so that Yx =fln X. We will find simpler such 
Y's by faster means. 
7S' is exactly the 'I of Curry and Feys [6], defined there as B(BS)B. B' can be defined by BB and 
C' by B(BC) B. 
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If we assume as new optimizations 
(11) IX ,X, 
(12) KXY >X, 
(13) BXYZ > X(YZ), 
(14) CXYZ XZ Y, 
(15) SXYx > Xx(Yx), 
as well as the rules: 
(ku) if X Y, then ZX DZY, 
(v) if X Y, then XZ YZ, 
(v) if X -Yand Y Z,thenX-+Z, 
each of Turner's optimizations can be derived using a single application of the rule 
(4) if X -+ Y then i x.X _i X'x.Y. 
(4) simply generates some functionally (or fl) equal terms. 
(4) however does generate optimizations other than Turner's; for example, 
S(S(KK)I)I 1-+ . 
In [2] and [3], we found combinatory equations which allowed the proof of the 
admissibility of (4); with = for -+ for various abstraction operators, this generalises 
the work in ?6C of Curry and Fevs [6]. We could attempt in a similar fashion to 
derive optimizations equivalent to the above form of (4), from which we could then 
perhaps generate possible shorter forms of any abstract. This approach, however, 
seems not to work, and many of the optimizations found using this approach did not 
seem useful for practical purposes. 
What is often useful in -valuating XTX.X is to optimize first, using (11) to (14), and 
then to abstract. It is then often not necessary to optimize again. 
For example, Tx.Kyx becomes by (fab): 
S(S(KK,(Ky))I S(K(Ky))I by (1) 
Ky by (2). 
Using (12) first, we have 
X*x.Kyx -*x.y = Ky. 
Sometimes this optimization-first algorithm, which we call * for now, gives, rather 
than the Turner abstract, a simpler one (by a shorter method). For example: 
Tx.K(Kx)x_ S'KKI, 
while 
X*x.K(Kx)x -+ X*x.Kx _ S(KK)I -+ K. 
The final optimization could have been saved if * included (c). 
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Using optimizations other than (11)-(14) before abstracting also can simplify the 
procedure and the abstract: 
X'x.S(KI)(Kx) B'S(KI)K, 
while 
X*x.S(KI)(Kx) -*x.K(Ix) by (11) 
X*x.Kx _ K 
(assuming * includes (c)). 
The new algorithm, outlined in the next section, involves a number of 
optimizations of this kind, followed by an abstraction step. Any X-combinatory term 
can in this way be transformed into a combinatory term if our first abstraction steps 
apply to terms with no inner Z's. For example: 
X*z.(X*x.y)z =_ ,*z.Kyz Ky. 
We can, however, save ourselves an abstraction step by applying the 13 reduction. 
That is, 
X*z.(X*x.y)z X*z.y Ky. 
Sometimes, on the other hand, performing a fl-reduction first will complicate the 
combinatory term obtained. For example: 
(Ax *.xxx)(X*x.xx) -+ (x *.xx)(Xx*.xx)(Xx *.xx) 
and 
(X'X.XX)(X'X.XX)(X'X.XX) SI I (SI I)(SI I), 
while 
(X'X.XXX)(X'X.XX) -S(SII)I(S1). 
We therefore will allow only reductions that simplify a term. 
For full flexibility we will also allow abstractions of terms with internal X- 
abstracts that cannot be removed by ,B steps that simplify the term concerned. 
The extended Turner algorithm. Our new algorithm, which we will call E, will use 
the (abcd'e'f'def) algorithm preceded by (1 1)-(14), Turner's optimizations (1), (2) 
and (4), 
(16) S(KX) BX, 
(17) S(BXY) S'XY, 
(18) B(XY) B'XY, 
(19) C(BXY) C'XY, 
the fBl-optimizations: 
(20) (XEX.x)T-+ T, 
(21) if x ? FV(X) (XEX.X)T-+ X, 
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(22) if x 0 FV(X), (XEx.Xx) -+X, 
(23) if x 0 FV(X), (iEX.XY)T-+ X([T/x] Y) 
and x appears only once in Y; 
(24) if x 0 FV(Y), (EX.EXY)T-+ ([T/x]X)Y 
and x appears only once in X; as well as several other optimizations: 
(25) BX(KY) -+ K(XY), 
(26) BXI -+X, 
(27) C(KX)Y - K(XY), 
(28) BI -+ 1, 
(29) SKX-+ 1, 
(30) S(BKX) - KX, 
(31) S(BKX)Y -X, 
(32) S'K -+K, 
(33) S'I- S, 
(34) B'I- B, 
(35) C'I -C, 
(36) C'K -+K, 
(37) B'XYZT -+ XY(ZT), 
(38) C'XYZT -X(YT)Z, 
(39) B'KXYZ - X, 
(40) S'(KX)Y - BX, 
(41) S'X(KY) -+ B'XY, 
(42) S'XY(KZ) -+ C'XYZ. 
We assume the order of these to be as given. 
We will call this complete list of optimizations the E-optimizations. 
Note that the S reduction rule (and its S' counterpart) have been left out of our 
optimizations. Even in the restricted form (15) the abstract of an unreduced term 
such as SSSx(SSS) can be shorter than that of a reduced form Sx(Sx) (S'SIS). 
The most common cases where a term involving S (or S') can be simplified have 
been included. 
The )E algorithm is not always guaranteed to give a shorter abstract than AT, 
especially when S is involved. For example, 
ATx.S(Kx)(Kx) -S'SKK, 
while 
AEX. S(Kx)(Kx)=- BK(SII). 
We can overcome any such case by adding an appropriate optimization, in this case, 
BK(SII) -+ S'SKK, 
to our list. 
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On the other hand it may be that checking for all these optimizations is itself 
inefficient. In fact any or all of (25)-(42) and even (1), (2), (4) and (16)-(19) can be 
left out without affecting the results proved below. 
Optimizations (1) and (2) can in any case be left out as they can be derived from 
(16) with (25) and (26). There is a choice between a simpler algorithm and a faster 
one. 
If a term X has no subterms of the form of a left-hand side of any of our optimi- 
zations, we will say that it is fully reduced (f.r.). 
In the examples we have considered the E-algorithm always produced an f.r. 
combinatory term. It is possible for the algorithm to produce a term that is not f.r., 
for example: 
S(KX)(XEX.x) -+ BX(EX.x) _= BXI, 
but, by (25), 
B x I -X. 
We will show that in important cases this does not occur. For combinatory terms 
and A-terms, in fact, the E-algorithm provides unique combinatory terms which are 
optimal in the sense that no other E-optimizations can be applied to them. 
LEMMA 1. The E-optimizations applied to a X-combinatory term determine a 
unique f.r. X-combinatory term. 
PROOF. The E-optimizations can be applied only in the order given, so the only 
way in which a given term can be optimized in more than one way occurs when one 
optimization can be applied to two or more parts of a term. 
If, for example, a part of a term is of the form BX(KY) and another part 
BX1(K Y), either these parts are disjoint, or the second may occur inside X or Y or 
the first inside X1 or Y1. In either case the result of applying (25) twice is indepen- 
dent of the order. 
If part of a term is SKX and another SKX1, the same applies unless SKX1 is part 
of X. In that case the result of applying (29) to SKX removes the need for applying 
it to SKX1. Either way the final result is 1. 
A check of all other optimizations shows that in each case a unique result is 
obtained irrespective of the order in which the optimization is applied in various 
parts of the term. 
The result of the optimization process, as each optimization reduces the length of 
the term, is a unique f.r. X-combinatory term. 
THEOREM 1. If Y is a combinatory term then XEXi ... XnY is a unique f.r. 
combinatory term. 
PROOF. Lemma 1 shows that the result of any optimization within Y produces a 
unique f.r. term. 
It is clear then that the lemma follows if we show that, if a combinatory term X is 
f.r. then XEX.X is f.r. and unique. We prove this by induction on the length of X. 
(i) If X x then EX.XEX 1, which is f.r. 
(ii) If X a, where a is a primitive term other than x, then XEX.X _ Ka, which 
is f.r. 
We now assume that the theorem holds for terms shorter than X. 
(iii) If X _ xY where x 0 FV(Y), then XEX.X CI Y, which is f.r. (the only left- 
hand sides of optimizations starting with C are C(BUV) and C(KU)V). 
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(iv) If X _ x Y where x E FV( Y), then XEx.X _ S I (XEx. Y), where by the inductive 
hypothesis 2Ex.Y is f.r. This can only include the left-hand side of an optimization 
(4) if )Ex.Y _ KZ for some Z. As x E FV(Y), Y can only be KZx, but then X is 
not f.r. Thus ;Ex.X must be f.r. 
(v) If X Yx where x s FV(Y), then Ex.X =_ Y. which is f.r. as X is f.r. 
(vi) If X _ aY, where a is a primitive other than x, Y g x and x E FV(Y), then 
XEx.X Ba(XEx. Y). This can be a left-hand side of an optimization if XEx. Y I or 
KZ for some Z or if I is primitive and a -1. The first case is impossible as Y g x, in 
the second case Y would have to be KZx and X would not be f.r., and in the third 
case X _ I Y would also not be f.r. Thus XEx.X must be f.r. 
(vii) If X = UVY where x E FV(Y) - FV(UV), then XE.X B'UV(Ex. Y). 
This can only fail to be fr. if U is I or K; in those cases X would not be f.r. 
(viii) If x s FV(X), then XEx.X -KX, which is f.r.. 
(ix) If X UVY where x & FV(V) n FV(Y) - FV(U), then 
XEX X _ S'U(WEx.V)(;YX.Y). 
This can fail to be fr. only if U K, I or KZ (in these cases X is not f.r.) or if XEx. V or 
,Ex. y_ KZ, which is impossible as above. 
(x) If X _ UVY where x c FV(V) - FV(UY), then XEx.X = C'U(XEX.V)Y. This 
is fr. as U cannot be I or K. 
(xi) If X-_UVY where x&FV(V)nFV(U)-FV(Y), then ;,Ex.X=C(;,Ex.UV)Y 
This is fr. as ;,Ex.UV will start with S or S'. 
(xii) If X _ UVY and x & FV(U) n- FV(V) n- FV(Y), then XEX.UV must start 
with S or S' and ,Ex. Y cannot be KZ. 
(xiii) If X _ UVY and x & FV(U) n- FV(Y) - FV(V), then 
EX.X S(;Ex.UV)(EX.y). 
This is f.r. as ;Ex.UV must start with C or C' and ;EX.Y KZ. 
(xiv) If X UVY and x & FV(U) - FV(VY), then XEx.X C(XEx.UV)Y, where 
)Ex.UV starts with C or C'. Again X must be f.r. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. The E-algorithm applied to a X-term produces a unique fr. com- 
binatory term. (Note the E-algorithm, in this case, consists of the /3ri-optimizations 
followed by applications of the (abcd'e'f'def) algorithm.) 
PROOF. By Lemma 1 the E- (i.e. /ht-) optimizations produce a unique f.r. (X-) term. 
It is clear that no abstraction step applied within an f.r. X-term can produce a ,B- 
redex. We will show that also no other left-hand side of an E-optimization rule can 
be produced. 
We note first that if S U V is produced by an abstraction step then S U V-XEx.PQ 
where =EX.P U and =Ex.Q V. (Note that the possibility of SUV coming from ?I 
abstraction steps applied to SUVy1 ... y, does not arise as SUVy1 . y, can only 
arise if SUV comes from an abstraction step; y1 .. yn would then previously have 
been removed by the optimization (22).) Similarly KU is produced by an abstrac- 
tion only if KU =Ex.U and x s FV(U) and I is produced only by I - EX.x. 
Similarly for terms of the forms BUV, CUV, B'UVT, C'UVT, S'UV. 
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It then follows that S(KU)(KV) can come only from )Ex.Xx where x 0 FV(X), 
which is impossible as )Ex.Xx = X. 
Similarly we can exclude all the left-hand sides of all other E-optimizations. 
Note that additional optimizations such as 
C'XI-CX and BK(SII)-S'SKK 
can be added requiring at most minor changes to the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. 
It is important to note that it is not decidable whether two arbitrary combinatory 
terms are equal (even in the weak sense), so there can be no simple general algorithm 
for finding a shortest abstract of a term. 
Extensions of some other algorithms. The Schbnfinkel (abcdef) algorithm can be 
extended exactly as above by applying the optimizations (11)-(14), (1), (2), (4), (16) 
and (25)-(31) before abstracting. The Curry (abf) algorithm can be extended by 
applying (11), (12), (1), (2) and (29) before abstracting. Counterparts to Theorems 1 
and 2 can easily be proved. 
Algorithms involving supercombinators such as that of Abdali can also be 
extended and the abstracts simplified if optimizations (11), (12), (1), (2) and (29) are 
carried out before any abstraction. (As well as (4), (16), (30), (31) and (25)-(28) if 
B and C are included among the primitives.) 
Abdali's generalised combinators are K, I' and B'. They have the properties: 
KnXY1 Yn = X, 
1 n Y1 . .. Yn = Y. 
Bn'XY. YZ ... Zn = X(YiZi *. Zn) *(YmZ *. Zn) 
We now list some optimizations involving K, I m and Bm, that could precede the 
abstraction process outlined in [1]: 
(43) KnXY1 . Yn X, 
(44) 1 
m 
Y1 . Yn Ym 
KnXYj . Yk Kn-kX9 (k < n) 
Bn+ K K n + m 9 
Y, ... Yk K nm (m < k < n) 
n 1 k n-k 9 (k < m < n) 
k n nq 
BnmKk Yl> Bm kl Y,, (I < k < m) 
Bnm(KkX)Yl > Bnm-kX, (1 < k < m) 
BmXK K n- ~~~(I1?k <n) Bn Xk k ... KkZ1 Zk + l Bnm kXZ1 ... Z1 (1<k<n 
(where there are m Kk'S on the left and m Zj's on the right), 
BmX(KkYl)*..(Kk.m)Zl Zk -Bm BXY *Ym 1 < k < n) 
Bn Xl1 I2 * k X 
(These were obtained by abstracting both sides of (43) and (44) or substituting into 
the equation for Bm.) 
Theorems similar to Theorems 1 and 2 can again be proved. 
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The Burton improvements to Turner's algorithm. Burton in [4] has suggested a 
change to Turner's algorithm which, he claims, for a certain class of terms, reduces 
the length of the combinatory term produced by the algorithm to 0(n), where n is the 
number of atoms in the original X-combinatory term. According to Kennaway in 
[9] however, no more than 0(n log n) should be claimed, which is also available by 
the Kennaway and Sleep director string method in [11]. 
While this latter method is also applicable to the E-algorithm, that of Burton runs 
rather counter to ours in that it introduces new fI-redexes into a term. Kennaway 
also regards this as a drawback. 
Let us compare, using our earlier example, the Turner algorithm, the Burton 
algorithm, the E-algorithm and a combined Burton-E-algorithm. 
T X4.X1(X2(X3X4)) = Bx1(BX2(BX3 1)), 
after 7 abstraction operations and 3 optimizations. 
The Burton balancing operation requires instead the evaluation of 
T X4.(iV.X (X2 V))(X3 X4)= B(BxlX2)(BX3 I)- 
This requires 4 abstraction operations and 2 optimizations for the inner A-term. This 
inner term is then treated as an atom resulting in the need of only 4 more 
abstractions and 2 more optimizations. This algorithm is faster than Turner's 
because the inner and outer abstractions can be carried out independently. 
XEX4.X,(X2(x3x4))= Bx,(Bx2x3). 
Here E is exactly (abcd'e'f'def) and so requires only 3 abstractions and no 
optimizations. 
If we balance first and do this using a combinator rather than a A-term we have 
XEX4.BxlX2(X3X4) = B(BxlX2)X3 
This required (after the balancing) only 2 abstractions. 
Note that if we wish to evaluate X*x1x2x3x4.x1(x2(x3x4)), the Turner algorithm 
requires altogether 46 A-abstractions and 27 optimizations to give an abstract of 10 
combinators. The Burton algorithm requires 50 A-abstractions and 25 optimiza- 
tions to give a (different but fB-equal) abstract of 10 combinators. The E algorithm 
requires 9 X-abstractions and no optimizations to give C'(B'(B'B))IB. The E- 
algorithm applied after balancing using the combinator B requires 7 X-abstractions 
and no optimizations, and produces the abstract B'BBB. 
This example clearly shows the advantage of the E-algorithm over the Turner and 
Burton algorithms, but it also shows that there are optimizations not included in the 
E-algorithm that could simplify abstracts even further. 
The use of balancing before applying the E-algorithm, however, does not always 
improve efficiency nor the simplicity of the outcome. For example 
XEXlX2X3.X2(Xl(X2X3))= B(SB)B 
in 8 X-abstractions, while 
EXlx2x3.Bx2xl(x2x3) = C(BS(CB))I 
after the balancing step and 9 X-abstractions. 
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It is probably not possible to formulate an algorithm where all the optimizations 
are performed before the first abstraction and which (perhaps using combinator 
balancing) always produces the simplest possible abstract. There are probably 
always further complex optimizations such as 
C(B'(B'B))IB -+ B'BBB, 
discovered in the first example above, which can be added to improve (and 
complicate) the algorithm. 
Conclusion. We have shown that the Turner algorithm, which is considered as the 
best of the current abstraction algorithms, in terms of simplicity and efficiency, does 
not produce an abstract Y = [x] X which is such that Yx > X, but a Y such that 
Yx =A X. 
The extended algorithm introduced in this paper, obtained by performing 
optimizations before rather than after abstractions and using the (abcd'e'f'def) 
algorithm, is much more efficient still and, in general, produces simpler abstracts. 
This algorithm can sometimes be improved further by the use of Burton's balancing, 
but a detailed analysis would have to be made as to when balancing is needed. 
The optimization technique, here applied to Turner's algorithm, can also be 
applied to others. 
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